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Parking problems to be addressed soon 
The campus' most 
common student 
complaint may soon 
be answered. 
By Clint Kaneoka 
EDITOR 

KCC may be one step closer to 
alleviating its perpetually prob
lematic parking situation after 
presenting the results of a park
ing survey to KCC's Policy and 
Planning Committee at the end 
of last semester. The parking 
survey, which was made available 
to both students and faculty last 
semester, clearly indicates that an 
overwhelming majority of driv
ers at KCC feel that the campus 
is greatly in need of more parking, 
with many saying that they have 
been late, or even missed class 
because of it. 

"Out of the 1,141 students 
polled, 65 percent said that the 
availability of parking caused 
them to be late for class, 25 per
cent missed a class, 8 percent 
thought of dropping the class, 

Parking Lot E by the Olapa Building quickly fills up its parking spots. 

and 31 percent experienced park
ing rage," said the students of 
Mark Lawhorn's English 209 
class through a report analyzing 
the results of the survey. "Three 
hundred thirty-two of them even 
admitted parking illegally in order 
to make it on time to class ." 

According to Lawhorn ," KCC's 
Policy and Planning Commit
tee showed "lively interest in the 
report," although he was quick to 
point out that this does not guar
antee the construction of a new 
parking structure for the campus. 

"I am hopeful that more park-
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ing will eventually be added, 
but I do not have a crystal ball," 
Lawhorn said. 

While the survey was both con
ducted and interpreted by students 
in Law horn's English 209 class 
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Withdraw before failing an option for students 
By Thomas Duarte 
NEWS EDITOR 

Withdrawing from a course may 
prevent a future headache for college 
students. Some students withdraw 
from courses, but just as many don't, 
and end up receiving the dreaded 
Jetter grade "F." In some instances, 
students may not understand what 
the difference is between the two or 
if either have any impact on their col
lege careers. 

"A 'W' (course withdraw) does 

not get calculated into the students 
GPA," said acting vice chancel

lor Louise Pagotto. "It means that 
the student, for whatever reason, 
withdrew from the course, and is an 
indication that the student did not 
complete the course. It does count as 
credits attempted, but not as credits 
earned. 

"An 'F' on the on the other band 
means a student completed the course, 

but failed, it counts as a 0 in the GPA 
and bas a huge impact on the students 
cumulative GPA," she later added. 

Students early in their college 
career sometimes don't realize how 
important it is to maintain a good 
GPA. 

"My first few semesters I didn't 

know what withdrawing would do for 
me and how an 'F' would hurt me" 
said KCC student Jake Shimabuku, 
"Because of this my GPA fell. Now 
that I know I wish I could go back 
and withdraw from those classes." 

Receiving an "F' in too many 
classes can cause a students GPA to 
drop significantly. Improving a very 
low GPA can take many courses and 
sometimes many years. The "F" in 
some cases can also follow the stu
dent through college and even on into 
their professional career. 

"If you get into a job they will 
probably look at your transcript 
grades and see the 'F' and think that 

you might be lazy," said KCC student 

Keith Kauahi 
Sometimes the knowledge of 

when and how to withdraw from 
classes passes students by. Due to 
this, the university and faculty have 
tried to notify students of the dates 
and procedures. 

"All my instructors put the dates 

for withdrawal in their syllabus and 
at HCC they have signs on campus 
telling you when the last day to with
draw is," said KCC and HCC student 
Victor Perretta. 
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Additional 
funds help 
upgrade 
security 
KCC looks to 
increase safety of 
campus over next 
two years. 
By Clint Kaneoka 
EDITOR 

In an effort to enhance the 
safety and security of students 
on campus, KCC bas begun a 
two-year process in which it will 
expend additional funds to bolster 
the school 's security measures. 

According to a letter from 
Leon Richards, acting chancellor 
of KCC, in 2006 the campus is 
focus on filling two vacant secu
rity officer positions, and will 
also be purchasing a new security 
cart to accommodate them. The 

additional security is expected to 
cost between $25,000 - $35,000 
per guard, and the new cart is 

estimated to be approximately 
$12,000- $13,000. 

"We have already made allo

cations to purchase the additional 
guards," said Richards. "The 

paperwork has already begun, so 
we are currently in the process of 
upgrading our security." 

In 2007, KCC will continue 
with its security improvements, 
planning to spend $138,594 on 
additional contract security ser

vices and related supplies and 
equipment. According to the 
school's biennium budget appro
priation, the school will look to 
acquire more security phones, 
security cards, and general safety 

supplies. 
"Essentially we are doing 

this to ensure that students have 
a safe environment to study in," 
said Richards. "We want all of 

our students to feel secure while 
pursuing their education." 

Last semester, security did 
become a bit of an issue, with two 
separate reports by female stu-
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Surpriiiise Let's get it on 
Five-year-old giant panda Chuang Chuang 
and his partner Lin Hui mate for the first 
time at the Chiang Mai zoo in Thailand. 

Cheney defends the domestic surveillance 
program, saying it is essential to monitoring 
ai-Qaida and terrorist organizations. 

New study shows men take pleasure in some
one else's misfortune more than women. 

Suicide bomber reacts poorly to surprise 
birthday party. 

Full Story @ www.reuters.com Full Story @ www.ap.com Full Story@ www.reuters.com Full ·Story @ www.theonion.com 
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THE VIEW WE TAKE 

Invocation of God for explaining 
tragedies does not help solve them 

The recent explanation Mayor Ray nomination in 1988. But if Robertson can 
Nagin gave for Hurricane Katrina's dev- potentially hide under the guise of private 
astation upon the city of New Orleans 
as coming about because "God is mad 
at America," which he then clarified 
with, "Surely he doesn't approve of us 

being in Iraq under false pretenses. But 
surely he is upset at black America also. 
We're not taking care of ourselves," is 
just the latest in a string of ridiculous 

assertions made by leaders in the public 
sphere for explaining natural disasters or 
tragic events. 

Nagin's comments, while woefully 
inappropriate, are also tame compared 
those of televangelist and host of "The 
700 Club" Pat Robertson, who recently 
implied Israeli Prime Minister Ariel 
Sharon's stroke was God's retribution 
for the recent Israeli pullout from Gaza. 
"He was dividing God's land, and I 
would say, 'Woe unto any prime minis
ter of Israel who takes a similar course 
to appease the (European Union), the 

United Nations or the United States of 
America," Robertson told viewers of the 

program. "God says, this land belongs 
to me, and you'd better leave it alone." 

That Robertson used a higher power to 

explain what was more likely caused 
by age, health and stress issues, is inex
cusable. Sharon is 77 and reportedly 
weighed 300 pounds before the stroke. 

It could be argued that Robertson 
is no public leader and holds no politi
cal influence, but that would be wishful 
thinking at best. Robertson's show aver
aged 863,000 viewers daily in 2005, and 

he has close ties to the Republican Party, 
in which he once sought the presidential 

opinion, President Bush cannot. 
In a BBC miniseries titled "Elu

sive Peace: Israel and the Arabs," Abu 

Mazen, the Palestinian Prime Minister, 
and Nabil Shaath his Foreign Minister, 
discuss their first meeting with Bush in 
June2003. 

Shaath said, ''President Bush said 
to all of us: 'I am driven with a mission 
from God.' God would tell me, 'George 
go and fight these terrorists in Afghani
stan.' And I did. And then God would tell 
me 'George, go and end the tyranny in 

Iraq ... ' And I did" Bush continued with, 
"And now, again, I feel God's words 
coming to me, 'Go get the Palestinians 
their state and get the Israelis their secu
rity, and get peace in the Middle East.' 
And, by God, I'm gonna do it." 

It is not that the criticisms or inten

tions these statements imply a,re 
problematic, but the invoking of a 
metaphysical entity as being the cause 

is. Peace in the Middle East should be 
pursued, and criticism of the U.S. gov
ernment or other governments should be 
sought and welcomed, but using a supe

rior being to justify events is not the way 
to hold an intelligent debate. It steers 
efforts to the interpretations of religious 
texts, when they should be steered to the 

tasks at hand, which is to deal with, and 
avoid disasters, natural or otherwise. 

The Kapio Newspress welcomes 
all responses to this subject. 
Address: "Letter to the Editor, " 
kapio@ hawaii.edu 

SP.EAKOUT 
. ·-·- . . 

Wiiat has your biggestJrustration been so. fat 
this semester? 

Beth Walsh: Registration and ' 
the application process, having 
to get tny'MMR shot, but that's ·· 

it. 

Erin W~ton; Dealil)g with the 
bureauc:iatic process. 

· Brian Hogan: Nothing~ 

Yu Nakata: J(eeping up with 
class because of a -teacher's 

accent. 

· Jay i inzi: .Lack of parking. 

penalized for the size of folder 
paper I was using. 

Responses to the Editorial: 'Dress code won't stop 
thuggery,' published on November 15, 2005 
Dear Kapi'o Editor, 

Regarding the NBA's new ban 
on "bling-bling" I don't think it is 

racially motivated at all. I believe 
the association just wants to look 
professional and clean cut which is 
perfectly fine since it is a business 
and the players' job. Almost all 
jobs have a dress code regardless 

of what the employees may think 
about it. It isn't as if the NBA is 
telling them to dress like this 24 
hours a day, they have all the. time · 

outside team or league business to 
dress the way they want. I believe 

keeping them in uniform and not 
allowing the players to wear their 
bling-bling brings a sense of equal
ity to the team, rather than some 
players standing out over the rest. A 
team is a group of players who work 

together and uniform themselves 
to become one. Allowing players 
to wear big jewelry and dress as 
they please sets the select few team 
members apart form the rest, taking 
away that sense of unity. 

-Paige Pierce, KCC student 

the players are calling this rule Dear Kapi'o Editor, 
racially motivated just because 

they like wearing their flashy jew
elry and don't want to be told not 
to. All in all it comes down to the 
employer vs. the employee, if they 
don't want to abide by the rules the 
NBA throws at them, they can deal 
with the fines and suspensions they 
receive in consequence. 

-Matrix Dumlao, KCC student 

Dear Kapi'o Editor, 
I loved your article on "Play

ers say dress code is racially moti
vated." It brought up much debate 
in my class. Personally the way I 
feel about it is that it's not a racial 
issue. In all jobs, it's necessary to 
follow a specific dress code. I think 
the NBA has the right to enforce 
a dress code to show discipline 
is involved with the players. By 

One reason why I think this 

is racially motivated is because 
the NBA consists mostly of Afri
can Americans, which makes 
it obvious that they are target
ing them and their bling. They 

don't stop baseball players from 
chewing tobacco or stop golfers 

from wearing what they want. So 
what's the deal? 

-Zhi Situ, KCC student 

Dear Kapi'o Editor, 
I feel that the new rule against 

chains (bling-bling) and throw
back jerseys wasn't intended as 
racial, but taken as racial. The 
NBA intended the rule under the 

matter of looking professional at 
work functions, but since the rule 
specifically targets items of a hip
hop culture, which may portray a 

certain culture. The NBA should 
change the rule to a more general 
one. One that simply states what 
the NBA wants the players to wear, 
instead of what they cannot. For 
example, "All NBA players can 
only wear a suit and tie to profes
sional NBA functions ." Stating 
what is limited in a dress code 
rather than what is allowed will 
only cause conflict. Being more 
gene~al in the beginning may have 
prevented all the damage. 

-Sarra Sin, KCC student 

Dear Kapi'o Editor, 
I do not feel that the NBA dress 

code action is racially motivated. 
Indians guard Stephen Jackson 
has to flick away the chip on his 
shoulder and realize that one the 
dress codes are enforced to main
tain a professional image, two 
while Asian and other ethnicities 
wear "bling-bling" and are being 
banned from wearing them also 
and three being in the NBA is ones 
profession/occupation and major
ity of work places require you to 
follow dress codes. My work place 
won't let me come into work with 
a kimono on and I'm not taking 
it as a racially motivated action 
and NBA players shouldn't either. 
They can wear their bling - bling 
when not involved in team busi
ness and should just get over it. 

-Cassie Tanno, KCC student 
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Overtaxed public should 
not see surplus wasted 

When I first heard that Hawaii had 
a tax surplus of nearly $600 million, I 
was astonished. After all, state poli
ticians haven't exactly been shrewd 
with their spending of taxpayer 
money in recent years, just look at 
the failed van-cam law and the yet
to-be completed "beautification" of 
Waikiki, just two of several multi
million dollar blunders committed 
by local government officials in the 
not-so-distant past. It just seems 
unlikely that our bureaucrats, the 
same ones that have so frivolously 
been spending our tax dollars, also 
managed to accumulate such an 
ample surplus of funds. 

Of course it wasn't long before 
I realized that our vast surplus, not 
surprisingly, was mainly the result 
of two newly instituted and com
plet~ly idiotic regulations which 
caused the residents of Hawaii to 
get significantly overtaxed: the gas 
cap law and the HI-5 bill .. Despite 
the overflow of criticism that Leg
islature received for making these 
inept decisions, it remains to be 
seen if they have learned any sort of 

MY TWO 
CENTS 

by Clint Kaneoka 

lesson. Clearly the public has been 
displeased with the irrational way 
that their tax dollars have been used 
in the past-especially since it has 
obviously resulted in them paying 
additional taxes - and would prefer 
that the money got spent on pro
grams that are actually vital to the 
improvement of Hawaii. 

Fortunately, so far it seems as 
though both democrats and repub
licans are committed to spending 
a good portion of the surplus on 
renovations for the state's public 
schools. This is great news. While 
it is unfortunate that it has taken 
so long, since educators have been 
complaining that some campuses 
have become so shabby that it is 
affecting students ' ability to learn, 
at least it may finally happen. 

However, with state elections 
happening this year, one can't help 

but be a little concerned that these 
government officials are choosing 
to improve such a conservative and 
responsible program just to gain 
public approval. Given the Legisla
ture's prior record, the endorsement 
of public school repairs just seems a 
little too convenient and conventional 
for them. My worry is that once the 
election is over, the funding for the 
schools will be reduced, and funding 
for some weird, expensive experi
mental program (like a new monorail 
system) will begin to grow. 

Perhaps I am just being cyni
cal, and the Legislature actually is 
committed to using the money for 
improving and repairing essential 
programs, only time will tell. How
ever, if that is the case, I hope they, 
too, realize that there is a long list 
of indispensable programs still in 
need of maintenance and improve
ments. It would be unfortunate to 
see other essential programs in dire 
need of repair getting pushed to the 
wayside so that funding for another 
harebrained scheme can commence. 
Let's keep our fingers crossed. 

Woman 'Commander in 
Chief' may not be too far off 
By Kimberly Tolson 
U-WIRE 

We live in a patriarchal soci
ety. Men are the "strong decision
makers and women are the "pretty 
pawns." Many women are treated as 
some treat their children, "Seen, but 
not heard." But what happens when 
the gender tables are turned and 
women infiltrate typical male roles 
in society? 

Gender-bending roles seem to take 
their formidable years on the screen. 
Television and film are not only 
entertaining and visually stimulat
ing, but they also are testing grounds 
for new ideology and predicting how 
Americans will accept changes in 
their lives. 

A great example of the first step in 
a more politically-debatable direction 
is the new television show "Com
mander in Chief." Geena Davis plays 
the president. A female president. 
This is just a little out of the ordinary 
for those of you who know American 
history. 

So, what are the implications of 
this TV show? A lot of debate and 
conversation to say the least. Davis 
feels honored to play the role of the 
first female president, even if it is still 
fantasy. 

On the Reader's Digest cover for 
February, Davis' picture with the cap
tion below queries: "Can a Woman 
Be President?" Da~is answers ques
tions about her role as the president 

ABC 

Geena Davis acts as Mackenzie Allen, 
the nation's first woman president 
in ABC's new series "Commander in 
Chief." 

affects viewers in America. 
Davis answers the question, "Do 

you think the show is paving the way 
for a woman president?" by saying 
that she knows how much media 
images affect the viewing public 
but that it was not why the network 
bought and aired the show. 

How much does the media 
affect the viewing public? How 
many Americans are going to be 
ready for a female president now 
that they see how it can work? 

The question at hand is not if 
America is ready, because I think 
we are, but where are we going 
to find that woman who will be 

already finds it hard enough to 
find a good, qualified man to do 
the job. 

In addition, the candidate must 
not be determined solely because 
of gender, but based upon the idea 
of the president as a whole. If one 
evaluates the presidential role, 
certain qualities are extracted to 
create the "ideal president" and a 
female president has every right 
and responsibility to take on the 
nation and the world in that politi
cal role. 

Women "fight" for their right 
to be recognized and stand along
side the great men of the past, but 
what it comes down to are quali
fications. A woman has just as 
many characteristics and qualities 
that would make a great, powerful 
leader of our nation. 

Women need to claim their 
right and responsibility to fulfill 
their equal rights among men. 
I am not advocating. for special 
treatment for women, but merely 
the recognition that women can 
handle traditional male leadership 
roles. Look at Margaret Thatcher. 
What a man. 

The step after equal recogni
tion, which probably will not 
happen in my lifetime, is for typi
cal male and female qualities to be 
neutralizea. Nurturing is not nec
essarily feminine and emotionless 
is not masculine. A woman can be 
the leader of our nation without 

and how she feels this representation the president in real life. America acting like a dick. 

This week in the funnies 
A selection of comics from 

the national newstand 

~ .··· ~· i ~ ·. 

If 
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Counselors inspire students in need 
By Xionel Menard 
STAFF WRITER 

On the KCC campus alone, there 
are over 30 counselors who can help 
students in every academic program 
and major. There are also special ser
vice counselors for students with spe
cific needs. 

Diana, who wants to be a nurse had 
not been in school for over 20 years. 
She went to visit a counselor to help 
her cope with problems that she had in 
school and outside. Through counsel
ing with Sharoh Moore, she found the 
inspiration and encouragement to con
tinue to acheive her goals. 

"Sharoh was always concerned for 
my well-being. She was very welcom
ing, inspirational, supportive and very 
concerned," Diana said. 

Dean of student services, Mona 
Lee, agrees that seeing a counselor can 
facilitate a student's personal and aca
demic success. There are even special
ized counselors for native Hawaiians, 
or a first-generation students or stu
dents with disabilities. Students who 
have questions about deciding their 
major, class selection, clarifying goals, 
or any other student concerns will find 
a counseling unit in each department 
of the college as well. 

"Our goal is to help our students by 
making counseling services accessible 
and readily available to all students," 
Lee said. 

Regina Ewing who has counseled 

CAMPUS& 
COMMUNITY BRIEFS 

WebCT crashed for 
reasons unknown 

According to numerous faculty 
members on campus, the server crashed 
on Jan. 12 due to a major disk failure. 
Back up disks were used for recovery 
and new equipment was installed. How
ever, recent changes which were made 
to the courses could not be recovered. 
Services were fully restored on Jan. 17. 
Various attempts to contact the WebCT 
administrator have failed. 

OSA closed, meeting 

The Office of Student Activities 
(OSA) will be closed on Jan. 27 for 
a conference meeting, which will be 
hosted by Brigham Young University
Hawaii. From Jan. 26-29, staff members 
will attend "Ho'opili Hou 2006 Hawaii 
State Student Leadership Conference." 
The office will resume its regular office 
hours on Jan. 30. 

Clubs recruit students 

Student Club Day will be held in 
the Ohia cafe on Jan. 30 from 9 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. 

Social Work Fair open 

For students interested in major
ing in social work, a Social Work 
Fair will be held at UH on Feb. 1. For 
more information, visit Ilima 104. 
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Diana (left) engaged in c_reative counseling session with Holomua counselor Sharoh Moore (right). 

students for over 20 years can speak 
for all the counselors when she urges 
students to "use us, talk to us, we are 
a valuable resource." She describes 
her Holomua counseling team as an 
Inexpensive but paid for educational 
consultants available for students' 
use. The Holomua counselors work 
differently than the other counsel
ing branches because they help move 
students from pre-college math and 

English level to college level math 

and English. Thereafter, the corre
sponding advisors take over. Louise 
Pagotto, vice chancellor of academic 
affairs, who oversees the counselors 
of the arts and sciences department, 
mentioned that counselors all have the 
same functions depending on which 
service or program they provide sup
port for, including international stu
dents, single parents, students using 

financial aid, or students in need of 
transfer and career assistance. 

There are many ways to contact a 
counselor, whether it be via e-mail, or 
on the phone, or through appointment, 
or just on a walk-in basis. In the future, 
students may even be able to interact 
with a counselor on the Web. They are 

all well-trained in each of their depart
ments, and hold a masters in education 
or a related field. 

Job opportunities on campus 
On-campus 
employment has 
many benefits for 
KCC students. 
By Ellice Flores 
STAFF WRITER 

One complaint on campus 
by many students is, "I have no 
money." However, at Kapiolani 
Community College, there is no 
excuse for not working. There 
are a variety of jobs available on 
campus, from computer assistants 
to note takers, writing tutors, com
puter lab monitors, Web designers, 
and store keeping clerks just to 
name a few. 

The average pay for most stu
dent jobs at KCC is above $7 an 
hour, which is higher than the 
state's minimum wage. Students 
may work up 20 hours a week, 
depending on the job. Aside from 
good starting pay, other benefits 
from working on campus include 
flexible hours and the opportunity 
to meet and interact with many 
students and instructors. 

Akira Hirose, an international 
student worker who assists place
ment testing at the library's com

puter lab agrees that having a JOb 
on campus is an advantage. 

"At this job I meet a lot of 

local students; speaking with 
them has improved my English," 
Hirose said. 

Promotions and fair pay raises 
are also great benefits too. A stu
dent can receive a pay increase if 
the supervisor feels the student is 
doing welL Promotions may be 
given at any time. 

Many students do not know of 
places on campus that can help 
them find a job. These offices can 
be found at the Human Resources 
Office located in Ilima 208 and the 
Job Placement Office located in 
Manono 113 . The Job Placement 
Office assists students, as well as 
faculty and alumni in finding jobs 

and enhancing their work skills. 
Tbe Job Placement Office staff can 
help a student with their resume, 
job interview, job searches, and 
working tips for on and off campus 
jobs. Job Placement counselors are 
available Monday through Friday 
8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in Manono 113. 

There are other good sources of 
finding an on-campus job. On the 
Student Employment and Cooper
ative Education (SECEC) Web site 
at www.hawaii.edu/sece/, students 
can view more job opportunities 
on campus. The Web site lists jobs 
currently available on campus. It 
also tells students about the quali
fications, and minimum hours 
needed for the particular job. 
Lastly, there are bulletin boards 
around campus with postings of 
positions available. 

Melvin Spencer, assistant spe
cialist for the College of Educa
tion at the University of Hawaii at 
Manoa, states that a good student 
worker for his academic advis
ing office is "one who is prompt, 
dresses neatly, is respectful, kind, 
collaborative and does not mind 
doing errands." 

To qualify for an on-campus 
job at KCC or any University of 
Hawaii system campus, a student 
must be enrolled in six credits 
(half-time). International students 
must enroll in 12 credits (full-time) 
and have cumulative 2.0 GPA. 

UH colleges 
requesting 
more budget 

Due to the shortage of skilled 
workers in Hawaii, according to 
recent data, an annual of 29,000 jobs 
have to be filled. Over the next 10 
years, more than half the jobs in the 
state will require education and train
ing beyond high school. 

Focusing its efforts on numerous 
workforce development programs 
throughout the state, the UH com
munity colleges play a crucial role in 
addressing the need to continue and 
enhance its programs. 

"Responding to identified state 
needs for a 
diverse, compe
tent, high qual
ity workforce is 
a major aspect of 
the community 
colleges' mis-
sian," said UH 
Interim President 
David McClain. 

McClain 

Successful workforce develop
ment efforts that have been recog
nized at KCC are 21st century career 
programs in business, information 
technology, culinary arts and hospi
tality, nursing and health sciences, 
legal assisting and English as a 
second language, among many other 
programs. 

UH administrators highlighted 
the current programs underway at a 
joint bearing of the Senate Ways and 
Means and House Finance Commit-
tees held on Jan. 12, stressing the 
urgent need for financial support 
from the Legislature. 

"The community colleges are 
committed to serve as the 'open 
door' point of access to education for 
Hawaii's residents, and general fund 
support must be increased to properly 
maintain this mission. It's a critical 
investment to be made for the future 
of the State of Hawaii," explained 
McClain in a news release. 

The community colleges request 
$2 million for workforce development 
initiatives, which will include over $1 
million to support a Rapid Response 
Workforce Development Training 
fund. A centralized pool of funds will 
provide immediate response to the 
training needs of employer identi
fied workforce and $976,000 will be 
available to support specific initia
tives at the campuses. 

In addition, the governor has rec
ognized the critical need for support 
of workforce development, proposing 
more than what was requested by the 
university, in the executive operating 
budget of $11 .2 million for funding. 
Other general fund budget requests 
for high priority include: $2.4 million 
to address rising utility costs $1.7 mil
lion to support accreditation program 
review and assessment processes, 
$848,000 to support Native Hawaiian 
programs, $2.2 million to relieve UH 
Hilo of the financial burden of sup
porting Hawaii Community College 
activities, and $208,000 for security 
support initiatives. 



UH ranks low in Pew Charitable Trust report 
By Robert Shikina 
KA LEO 0 HA WAil 

In the contest among public uni

versities to perform their best with 
limited state funding, the University 

of Hawaii ranks among the lowest in 
several categories. 

A report funded by the Pew 
Charitable Trusts researched the cor

relation between the amount of state 

funding given to higher education 

institutions and the performance of 

these colleges. 

The National Center for Higher 

Education Management Systems 

found that despite decreased state 

funding, colleges can still do as well or 

better than states with higher funding. 

Patrick J. Kelly, one of the authors of 
the report told the Chronicle of Higher 

Education, "There is no correlation 

between funding and performance." 

Hawaii placed fourth from the 

bottom in overall performance rela

tive to its funding, ahead of West Vir

ginia, Maine and Alaska. 

Utah leads the nation in efficient 

performance followed by Massa

chusetts, Colorado, California and 

North Dakota. 
Linda Johnsrud, interim vice 

president for academic planning and 

policy at University of Hawaii at 

Manoa, said delivering higher edu
cation across seven islands and ten 

campuses is expensive. 

"You can be a lot more efficient 

if you had one big campus, but you 

wouldn't meet the needs of the state 

that way," Johnsrud said. "I think the 

cost of delivering higher education 

does vary by state. Hawai'i deliv

ers higher education on a number of 

small campuses throughout the state. 
With that said, we still need to work 

on degree production." 

University officals are developing 

a ten-year improvement project for 

UH, Johnsrud said. Three goals of the 

project will be discussed at the Board 

of Regents meeting today. Goals 

include improving tran fers from 2 

years to 4 years, raising the number 

of degrees awarded, and increasing 

the number of high school students 

from the state that attend college. 

In the report, the college per
formance was measured in areas of 

graduation, participation, research 

and development, and an area called 

"student pipeline," which measured 

each state's success rate for moving 

high school students through the edu

cational pipeline. 
As a research institution, Hawaii's 

efficiency ranked second to last, 

ahead of Vermont. 

In the measure of bachelor degrees 
awarded relative to the size of the 

student population and the amount of 

funding offered, Hawaii again ranked 

Now, that's a parade! 

next to last, ahead of only Alaska. 

Hawaii 's two-year public institu

tions did better in performance rela

tive to their resources, ranking 11th 

from the bottom in the nation. 

The study stops short of stating the 

cause of performance levels, but sug

gests parallels with performance such 

as personal income and state tax, high 
school graduation rates, the structure 

of the higher education system, and 

the student cost of attendance. 

Its purpose, the report states, is to 

provide states with the information 

necessary for informed higher educa

tion financial policy decisions. "Not 

all institutions need more resources, 

and some can maintain or improve 

performance with fewer resources," 

the report said. 

The report can be seen at www. 

higheredinfo.org/analysesl 

Policy%20Guide%20Dec2005.pdf 
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RECENT SNAPSHOTS 
OF EVENTS AROUND THE GLOBE 

AP 

The latest Osama Bin Laden tape 
released includes threats to launch 
new attacks on the U.S. The first mes
sage from the ai-Qaeda leader was 
sent more than a year ago. 

Bin Laden calls truce, 
U.S. rejects 

Last week, Al-Qaeda leader 

Osama Bin Laden was heard from for. 

the first time since December 2004. 

Al-Jazeera, an Arabic TV station has 

aired a recorded audio tape which 

analysts believe to be Bin Laden. The 

speaker on the recording declares 

that new attacks on the U.S. are in 
preparation. However, he also offers 

a "long-term" truce, but the offer is 

rejected by the U.S. At this point, 

analysts cannot tell when the speech 

was recorded although they believe it 

to be no earlier than Nov. 22, 2005. 

Australia's defense 
minister resigns 

Robert Hill, the Australian defense 
minister, has officially resigned from 

his position. Hill is one of the lon

gest serving Australian members in . 

the cabinet aild has sent about 2000 

troops to join the Iraq war in 2003. 

Though there is talk about a possible 

position as ambassador to the Uni ted 

Nations, he refused to confirm the 

rumors in an interview with local 

reporters. 

Curfew in Nepal · 

Kathmandu, the capital of Nepal, 

has been in a political upheaval since 
its government declared a curfew 

AFP last Friday. The curfew is seen as a 

Soldiers in India take part in a Republic Day rehearsal in Delhi, ahead of celebrations on January 26. precaution taken by the government 
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Senri Ki.nran University is a private, four~yeatwomen's university located in Suita:, Osaka;·. It·has'three depa·rtments: Life' 
Science, Humah .& Social Studies, and Junior-College Department consisting of Home Environment{ and Information.& 
Communication Faculties. In t~ese ' fl1ajors, Senri Kf~ran ~ffers ~achelor's Degree~ ~nd ~ss,ociat~~s Deg~ee? , r ••. 

APPLICATION DEADLINE: MARCH l41 2006 (FRIDAY) 

ELIGIBiLITY & CRITERIA: Open to all students(male & female) with basic Japanese language competence; 
equivalent to one year or two semesters of Japanese 

For further information about the scholars~ip and appHcation materials, please visit www.kcc.hawaii.edu/ 
academics/abroad or contact KenKiyo~9ra at Honda Intern~tional Center (734-9824 1 Kiyohara@hpwaii.edu). 
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against opposition leader who had 

planned a big demonstration in the 
city. In addition, phone services have 

also been cut off for an indefinite 

period of time. 

Plane crashes in 
Hungary killing 16 

Some 16 people have been 

killed in a fatal plane crash in Hun
gary. The Slovak military transport 

plane which carried more than 
40 passengers went down on the 

Slovak border near the village of 

Telkibanya. According to Hungary 

officials, the plane was carrying 
Slovak peacekeepers from Kosovo 
to Slovakia. The cause of the crash 

is believed to be from a fire. 
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'Brokeback Mountain' stunning on all levels 
By Jonathan Callahan 
KALEO 0 HAWAII 

I'd heard the same hype and coun

ter-hype everyone else had; the fervid 

early praise and Oscar buzz that seemed 

to begin before the film started shoot

ing along with scads of gay cowboy 

jokes, the backlash against the jokes 

and the backlash against the backlash. 

As I walked into Varsity Theater to 

see "Brokeback Mountain," I couldn't 

shake my own set of reservations. 

I loved Annie Proulx's 1997 short 

story and, like just about every other 

fiction reader I know, I'm a bit wary 

of the transition from the page to 

the screen. It's always a little nerve

wracking to enter the theater knowing 

that material you thought had already 

been done right risks being marred 

in its new form. You're afraid to see 

something beautiful tarnished. 

I needn't have worried. 

' ' 
For Lee's fi I m to 
have a compa
rable impact, his 
cowboys need 
to make us fall in 
love with them 
as they fall for 
each other. 

The film's opening act, which 

depicts young drifters Ennis Del Mar 

(Heath Ledger) and Jack Twist (Jake 

Gyllenhaal) tumbling unexpectedly into 

a unique idyllic romance is its weakest 

segment, though the scene is still a pow

erhouse of sweeping cinematic effect. 

The opening shot pans across a vast 

Wyoming landscape; dull-green hills 

in early-morning shade, establishing a 

sense of place that is quite at odds with 

the dusty reds and browns, scorching 

sun and tumbleweeds of the stereotypi

cal Western tableau. It's a beautiful bit 

of meta-visual suggestion, cueing us 

in to the idea that this will be the sort 

of film that attempts to undermine and 

scramble prior conceptions. 

My gripe - a small one - is 

with the pacing early on. The film 

feels as though it 's plodding along 

quite deliberately, depicting Jack and 

Ennis at work watching over a herd of 

sheep, cooking beans, drinking whis

key from a flask and doing sundry 

cowboy things. The love affair devel

ops a bit choppily, a problem that was 

somehow easier to overlook in prose 

than in the film. After the slowly 

paced opening act, the film continues 

to shuffle along with a languid, lazy 

motion that mirrors the motion of its 

protagonist, Ennis Del Mar. Director 

Ang Lee's real trick here is making 

us mind the leisurely strolls through 

each set piece - many of which are 

divided by long vaults through time 

- less and less until, by the final act, 

we'd really like things to slow down, 

maybe even head back in the direc

tion from which they came. 

Proulx's short story is as convinc

ing a love story as any I have read. 

For Lee's film to have a comparable 

impact, his cowboys need to make us 

fall in love with them as they fall for 

each other. An added difficulty inherent 

in the medium is that Proulx's Jack and 

Ennis do precisely what she tells them 

to. For the film to work, it needs good 

performances and "Brokeback's" cast 

submits a collective tour de force. 

Jake Gyllenhaal's Jack Twist is 

defined by his buoyancy. His resilience 

in the face of circumstances that seem 

unlikely ever to bend to his desires 

is something of a curse, as he simply 

cannot resign himself to an unhappiness 

he bas little choice but to accept. 

Michelle Williams and Anne Hatha

way give strong performances as Ennis' 

and Jack's unhappy wives, but it's Heath 

Ledger's performance that sears itself 

into memory. His aching take on Ennis 

Del Mar lends credence to the chorus 

of critics crying "Oscar." I can't recall 

a recent performance that' approached 

Ledger's fusion of staggering emo

tional range, deft and subtle faithful

ness to character. With each wince, soft 

grunt and laconic retort, Ledger plumbs 

greater depths of the suffering behind 

Ennis's stoic facade. Ledger inhabits 

Ennis Del Mar and becomes him. 

It is Lee's trick to graft the emo

tional tenor of the film to Ennis' slow 

progression toward genuine feeling. 

A few reviewers have griped that the 

film's tone is too cold and detached 

to resonate as a pure tragic romance, 

using this complaint as the basis for a 

claim that "Brokeback" is essentially 

soulless. These critics have missed 

the point. It is true that, superfi

cially, the film 's tone is often bluntly 

detached. However, it doesn't take 

much in the way of critical insight to 

perceive that this surface level is the 

stylistic mirror of the stolidity Ennis 

affects as he copes with accumulating 

disappointment and loss, a stance he 

articulates in one of his more memo

rable lines, "If you can't change it, 

you 've got to stand it." 

And if the film aims to undermine 

anything, it is the necessity of this stoic 

toughness; Ennis ' Promethean resolu

tion to withstand pain ends up causing 

him still greater pain. We realize, far 

before Ennis does, that Jack has the 

right idea for the two of them, while 

Ennis simply lacks the courage. 

But there are scenes late in the film 

in which Ledger veers sharply and 

unexpectedly into fits of bracing, sear

ing emotion and these scenes work 

precisely because they are in such sharp 

contrast with what we have come to 

expect from Ennis. In an imitation of 

its own protagonist, "Brokeback Moun

tain" moves slowly but inexorably 

toward pathos, culminating in a dev

astating final shot that epitomizes that 

peculiar cinematic effect of bringing 

together fragments of significance and 

feeling in a single blinding image. 
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Tips for single-parent students Internship opportunities 
available for students 

Ways for single par
ents to balance the 
demands of school 
and family life. 
By Hector Franco 
STAFF WRITER 

Here at KCC, we have students 
from all over the world and all 
walks of life. But what 's it like 
being a single parent making a 
transition back into school? There 
are three major types of single 
parents which are displaced home
makers, adolescent mothers and 
single fathers. A displaced home
maker would be at a serious dis
advantage if she decides to return 
to school. She would have to deal 
with the financial stress of paying 
for college on a new single-parent 
family income and would have 
little to no employment history. 
A displaced homemaker might 
not have a lot of self-esteem to go 
back to school and would have dif
ficulty focusing on school because 
she would have to worry about a 
job and her children. 

The second type of single parent 
is adolescent mothers. These types 
of single parents are usually young 
and might not even have finished 
high school. The problem that they 

have is that their goals for educa
tion and employment are always 
going to be blocked by their needs 
for food, housing, child care, and 
emotional support. 

Now so far I've only talked 
about the female aspect of single 
parenthood but let 's not forget that 
there are also single fathers. Single 
fathers usually find their role as 
fathers getting in the way of their 
work expectations. 

There is no doubt that being a 
single parent and going back to col
lege is an difficult task. Well, with 
the right help and the right type 
focus it isn ' t an impossible task but 
a very difficult one. There are at 
least five things single parents can 
to help themselves to relieve stress 
and make their lives easier. 

First, they should stop feeling 
guilty; feeling guilty only wastes 
time, energy and makes them 
focus on things they don ' t have 
control over. Stop worrying; put 
a half hour to worry about things 
and then go on to actual work. Be 
more patient with the kids, there's 
about a million other things to do 
so don ' t stress out more by yelling 
at the kids. Go on a date to see if 
they can still handle being in an 
adult conversation and going to a 
real restaurant without crayons for 
the menus . Get help if they need 
it, there are a lot of free and low-

cost counseling is available. They 
can look in the phone book to find 
those numbers in the blue pages. 
There are organizations in every 
state to help pay them get finan
cial aid. 

When asked if her son is her 
motivation for everything she does 
Kim Kothenbeutel replies , "Abso
lutely!" If you are a single parent 
and is thinking of to going back to 
college you will have to manage 
your time between school, work, 
and kids. It's no easy task, but all 
you need is motivation, and there's 
no excuses of not being able to find 
any because there is always help 
on the way. 

By Thui Dang Kawano 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 

Pacific Internship Program for 
Exploring Science (PIPES) are accept
ing applications for a paid 10-week 
internship program to undergraduate 
students interested in learning about 
environmental issues. 

There are four PIPES programs: 
Research Experience for Undergraduates 
(REU), University of Hawaii Hawaiian 
Internship Program (UHHIP), Micro
nesian and American Samoan Student 
Internship Program (MASSIP) and 
Research Experience for teacher (RET). 

"Through these programs, student 
gain valuable mentored hands-on 
experiences in which they gain further 
insight into Hawaii's environmental 
challenges," said UHHIP coordinator 
Sharon Ziegler-Chong. 

Students can earn credits for school, 
and depending on which program stu
dents get accepted to, each could get 
stipend for $500 or $3,500, transporta
tion and housing will also be provided. 

Students of Native Hawaiian 
ancestry, local students, minori
ties and first-generation students are 
majoring in sciences or agriculture 
are encouraged to join. However, 
REU is open to all students interested 
in the research program. 

"Native Hawaiians and our local pop
ulation are poorly represented in envi-

ronmental agencies that make decisions 
about the use and protection of Hawaii's 
resources," Ziegler-Chong said. 

"We are seeking Native Hawaiian 
and kama'aina students dedicated to 
Hawaii's environment and culture to 
participate in these programs in hopes 
to connect more of them to careers 
related to conservation of our Pacific 
Regions," Ziegler-Chong added. 

REU gives students with little to 
no background research experience in 
conservation through mentored proj
ects in which students work with local 
and university agency officials which 
focuses on tropical ecology, evolution 
and natural resource management. 

The Ul-lliiP goal is to connect 
undergraduates who are kama'aina and 
those of Hawaiian ancestry the oppor
tunities for research, management, and 
education relating to environmental 
issues Hawaiian and Pacific region. 

And MASSIP encourages more 
Pacific island students to explore 
environmental related career and 
address a growing concern in the 
region regarding the limited number 
of student from the Pacific Island 
entering environmentally related 
field. 

Application deadlines for RET is 
March 1, 2006, and REU, UHHIP 
and MASSIP is Feb. 26, 2006. Stu
dents can apply online at http://www. 
uhh.hawaii.edu/uhintern/ . 

• 
With the drive, the passion and the right 

KCC credits, you could be on your way to a 

Forensic Sciences degree at Charninade. 

Classes .are small, instructors ,are nationally 

recognized, and our hands-on curriculum 

prepares you for the real world. You may 
even be eligible for a $4,000 transfer grant 
and federal financial aid. Get ready· for an 

exciting education in Fotensic Sciences! 

(808) 735-4735 • www.chaminade.edu 
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Parking: 
Continued from page 1 

last semester, and has already 
been presented to KCC offi
cials, the authorization of a new 
structure, and thus its construc
tion, is still a long way off. The 
results of the survey must still 
be presented to the UH Board of 
Regents, and the Hawaii State 
Legislature, the latter of which 
will determine whether a new 

parking structure is necessary 
for the campus. Additionally, a 
group including Lawhorn, pro
fessor of language arts Judith 
Kirkpatrick, and student Karen 
Brizendine will be headed to 
Atlanta in March to speak on the 
survey process at the League of 
Innovations Conference . 

"The resolution of parking 
problems at KCC will not be 
something that I will see in my 
college career," said Kari Barnes, 
a student formerly in Lawhorn's 

English 209 class who worked 
on the project. "This is some
thing that is way down the line. I 
hope that other students will feel 

BACl(PAGE 
strongly about this and grab hold 
of it. I hope this is not an issue 
that goes ignored for another 10 
years. At the rate KCC is grow
ing, I do not think that the park
ing issue can be ignored." 

Currently, no specifications 
have been cited regarding the 
cost, location, or schedule for 
a possible new parking struc
ture. However, it is estimated to 
be similar to that of UH's most 
recently constructed four-story 
parking facility, which cost a 
total of $4.5 million and added 
276 additional stalls. Further
more, John Messina, Head of 
Auxiliary Services , has sug
gested "a classroom building/ 

parking structure with attractive 
landscaping to screen it" as the 
location, which was interpreted 
in the survey results as being the 
three to four acres of land below 
the Olapa building. 

"I do hope that funding is 
allotted and the KCC admin
istration looks to a long-term 
solution as opposed to another 
50 stall temporary fix," Barnes 
said. "There is no plan for any
thing to go forward in the near 
future. The planning commit

tee needs to recognize this as a 
priority first. They have a lot of 
things on their plate. The support 
of the committee will be the first 
step in a long process." 

KCC NEEDS YOUR HELP! 
Every year 30+ students raise money for KCC by calling friends and 
alumni of the college- and you can help! Join our annual giving drive 

and make a difference at your school and all other UH campuses. 

Pay starts at $8.30 per hour, and we encourage growth within the pro
gram. Raise money for your scho9l, get paid, and build valuable resume 

experience in the process. 

956-8797 or http://studentcaller.org 

Withdraw: 
Continued from page 1 

Though it can be advantageous 
to withdraw from a class rather 
than take the "F," students should 
not become dependent upon it. 
According to Pagotto, if a student 
starts to have too many withdrawals 
it may cause transfer institutions, 
as well as employers, to question 
the reliability of the person. At the 
same time, students should also 
be aware of what their standing 
in class is before the withdrawal 
deadline so they can plan ahead. 
If the student feels they may not 
be successful, they should think 
about withdrawing. 

Safety: 
Continued from page 1 

dents of sexual assault on campus. 
Additionally, the UH campus also 
had its share of problems, with 
several reports of rape occurring 
near the campus. 

"The additional security mea
sures are related to incidents 
reported on UH campuses on 
Oahu," said Richards. "However, 
it is not the only reason. We have 

had plans to increase campus 
security for a while, since before 
these incidents occurred on 
campus. Hopefully it will create 
a better learning environment for 

our students." 
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